The competition between protein folding and aggregation: off-lattice minimalist model studies.
Protein aggregation has been associated with a number of human diseases, and is a serious problem in the manufacture of recombinant proteins. Of particular interest to the biotechnology industry is deleterious aggregation that occurs during the refolding of proteins from inclusion bodies. As a complement to experimental efforts, computer simulations of multi-chain systems have emerged as a powerful tool to investigate the competition between folding and aggregation. Here we report results from Langevin dynamics simulations of minimalist model proteins. Order parameters are developed to follow both folding and aggregation. By mapping natural units to real units, the simulations are shown to be carried out under experimentally relevant conditions. Data pertaining to the contacts formed during the association process show that multiple mechanisms for aggregation exist, but certain pathways are statistically preferred. Kinetic data show that there are multiple time scales for aggregation, although most association events take place at times much shorter than those required for folding. Last, we discuss results presented here as a basis for future work aimed at rational design of mutations to reduce aggregation propensity, as well as for development of small-molecular weight refolding enhancers.